Salt Lake City is one of the fastest growing tech hubs in the US. Based on job openings, Salt Lake City ranks high nationally. There are 5,128 open Coding positions.

Employers are looking for candidates who have strong coding skills, coding portfolios, industry certifications, and internships. A college degree is not required.

**Companiess that use Python**
- Google, Netflix, Stripe
- Reddit, Instagram, Dropbox
- Facebook, Quora, Spotify
- Overstock, Youtube

**Companies that use Python**

**Take Python 1 & Python 2**

**Learn to code**
Build a strong foundation in Python, one of the world's most popular coding languages used in Industry for web and game development, machine learning, AI, and cybersecurity. Open to 7th - 9th Grade Students.

**Discover your creativity**
Express your creativity by designing and coding anything you can imagine. Solve real world problems through code by engineering creative solutions.

**Develop a portfolio**
Code animations, games, apps and other interactive programs as you develop a portfolio of engaging software projects. Start now and build your portfolio through high

**Begin the programming pathway**
Take the first step towards a career by completing the first two courses in the Programming and Software Development pathway.

**Jordan Codes**
Jordan Codes is a district-wide initiative to provide the opportunity for all students to learn to code and prepare to compete for these high-paying, high-demand software development jobs after graduation.